Electrical substations are an easy target for professional thieves, who steal copper from earthing cables for resale.

Many substations, located in remote areas, are protected by perimeter fences which are easily breached. Copper theft can result in power outages, which is costly for utilities and causes customers a great deal of inconvenience. Removal of the earthing cables can cause fire or explosions, as well as injury or death — since it carries extremely high voltages.

SCENARIO

Facing regular break-in attempts, ELIA, Belgium's electricity transmission system operator, was seeking a cost-effective and efficient perimeter security solution for its 30 substations located throughout Belgium.

"Copper theft from earthing cables is a dangerous situation which can cause a great deal of damage," commented Amar Amraoui, Project Manager at Cofely Fabricom, the system integrators contracted to manage the project. "Faced with frequent bad weather and poor lighting, we needed a proven all-weather, round-the-clock solution to detect and identify possible threats at the unmanned sites. With thermal imaging cameras located at the perimeter, movement at any of the sites could be monitored at the central command center."

As system integrators, we were looking for an experienced partner with a good product and technical knowledge. We searched for the best partner that we could work with on a long-term basis.
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"We wanted high performance equipment that was tough and robust. The camera had to meet all our technical requirements, with a proven track record for similar applications. The Vumii Sii AT met all our needs."
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Vumii thermal security cameras, coupled with video management software, enable security teams to detect, recognize and identify possible threats.

Sii AT is a 24/7 outdoor thermal security camera used for observing and monitoring sensitive sites.
ELIA required thermal security cameras coupled with analytics to address the specific challenges of this environment. It was critical that the system had a low false alarm rate to avoid unnecessarily alerting local authorities and sending them to the site. "It was very important that security guards only receive alarms in the event of actual threats, and not because an animal has strayed into the area, or a casual passerby was picked up on the system," noted Amraoui.

The solution proposed by Vumii offers round-the-clock protection without the need for additional lighting. The Vumii Sii AT thermal cameras are used to observe and monitor sensitive sites, providing full perimeter security 24/7, irrespective of prevailing weather conditions. Sii cameras offer a wide range of lenses and can be configured with IP video and integrated with a pan and tilt unit, according to customer requirements.

The Vumii Sii line of products offer high quality combined with the best signal to noise ratio, making the cameras the perfect partner for analytics software. All Sii cameras are designed for easy integration with Video Management Systems (VMS), enabling seamless communication between the cameras and the DiVA VMS system monitoring, analyzing and recording activity at the sites.

Since installation, the high quality thermal imaging systems have been performing to customer expectations. "The system performance is very good and has already prevented a number of attempted break-ins," said Amraoui. The security team supervises all the unmanned sites from a central command center, receiving real-time alerts of potential threats, enabling them to investigate and alert local law enforcement if necessary. Vumii Sii AT systems continue to provide effective coverage of ELIA’s substations nationwide.

Vumii’s Sii AT is a 24/7 outdoor security thermal camera used for observing and monitoring sensitive sites. The camera provides a crisp, clear thermal image in total darkness, light fog or smoke. Sii AT features a wide range of thermal engines and lens options using Vumii’s state-of-the-art uncooled thermal technology.